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 First draft of default regulations was 
published on 22 July 2015.

 Second draft of regulations released on 
23December 2016.

 Comments regarding second draft to be 
submitted to National Treasury by 
28 February 2017.



 Extensive consideration was given to 
comments to first draft of regulations.

 Second draft establishes a better balance 
between rules and principles.

 Main purpose of regulations remains to 
“lower charges and improve market 
conduct in the retirement fund industry”.





 Responsibility of the Board to establish a 
investment policy statement which provides 
for a default investment portfolio.

 Only applicable to funds with a DC category.

 Must be “appropriate” for members.



1. Must demonstrate to the Registrar the 
“appropriateness” for the members
 High-level objectives
 Underlying asset allocation
 Fees and charges
 Expected risks and returns
taking into account likely characteristics 
and needs of members, invested therein.



2. Must adequately communicate 
composition and objectives to members
 Underlying asset allocation
 fund return, net of all fees and 

charges
Frequency and format to be prescribed 
and demonstrate this to Registrar on 
request.



3. Must demonstrate that the portfolio is 
cost effective i.e. fees and charges 
reasonable and competitive allowing for
 Market conditions
 Size
 Asset allocation
 Other characteristics



4. Must disclose to members
 All fees and charges

 Indirect or direct
 Trading and holding costs
 Assets, derivatives or policies

 Impact of these fees on members’ 
actual and prospective benefits

 Must be in a clear and understandable 
language, format to be prescribed.



5. Must demonstrate that both active and 
passive portfolios have been considered.



6. Must demonstrate that there are no 
loyalty bonuses or complex fee 
structures, specifically:
 No fees or charges may depend on 

length of fund membership, number 
of contributions or any similar 
measure



7. Must permit members to transfer from 
default into any other investment 
offered in terms of the rules and at 
intervals not exceeding one year. 
 May deduct reasonable admin costs 

related to transfer



8. Must demonstrate that it has reviewed 
the default on a regular basis to ensure 
that it continues to comply with this 
regulation.





 Members must automatically be made 
paid-up members on termination of service 
until fund is instructed to pay out or 
transfer benefit.

 Fund must provide paid-up membership 
certificate within 2 months of becoming 
aware that member has left service.



 Investment fees may not differ based on 
whether member is paid-up or still in 
service.

 Administration fees may not be more than 
average of active member’s administration 
fees.

 No charges to be levied as direct 
consequence of becoming paid-up.



 Fund rules must allow transfers in.

 Must obtain all paid-up membership 
certificates within 4 months of member 
joining Fund.

 Must request member to advise which 
amounts must be transferred in.

 No charges to be levied for transfers in.



 No new contributions.

 No deductions for risk benefits.

 Defined benefit amounts may be converted 
to defined contribution on preservation.

 Eligibility for retirement and early 
retirement must be stipulated in fund rules.



 Members must be given access to 
retirement benefits counselling, defined
“disclosure and explanation, in clear and understandable 

language, including risks, costs and charges, of:
(a) the available investment portfolios;
(b) the terms of the fund’s annuity strategy;
(c) the terms and process by which a fund, including a 

member’s new fund, handles preserved benefits in 
terms of regulation 38; and

(d) any other options available to members.”





“annuity strategy”

 Determined by board.

 Members consent – opt in.

 Fund or external provider.

 Comply with Regulation 39 and prescribed 
requirements.



 Rules of the fund provide for board to
establish annuity strategy.

 Trustees to reasonably ascertain:

• level of income.

• investment, inflation and other risks.

• level of income for beneficiaries.

 Review annually.



 Objective, average incomes and changes in 
income.

 Regular, clear and understandable language.

 Prescribed format.



 Reasonable and competitive.

 Consider:

• benefits provided.

• size composition and asset 

allocation.

• annuity type.



 Direct or indirect fees & charges.

 Implicit in trading and holdings.

 Impact of fees.

 Disclosed regularly, in clear and understandable
language.

 Prescribed format.



 Access to counselling not less than 3 months
before retirement.



 Paid from fund or external provider or fund
owned policy.

 Four investment portfolios.

 Industry standard for drawdown levels.

 Monitor sustainability of income.



 Allowed pensions paid by fund.

 If non guaranteed, members to be informed of
fluctuation in income.

 Pension assets to be ring fenced.



 Provided by a long – term insurer.

 Not a living annuity.

 Prescribed conditions.



 Section 37C not applicable to out of fund living
annuities.

 Ambiguity in legal position, but Regulations
have not dealt with this.



 Annuity strategy applies to RA Funds.

 Objective is to benefit retail customers.

 Important that RA providers make the
appropriate disclosures to customers.
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